
Delivers a full-quality computing experience to
VMware Horizon desktops and PCoIP Blade

PC workstations

Enables CAC and Smart Card switching
between 4 zero clients on 4 different

networks

A fully integrated solution optimized for
multiple-security domain environments

ClientCube provides line of sight isolation
from data center to the desktop
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Line of sight separation from the data center to the desk. NSA/NIAP certified SKVM in Zero Client enclosure.
All-In-One Multiple Security Level PCoIP / Blast Extreme Solution

ClientCube NET-4 SFF
Multiple Security Domains
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ClientCube NET-4 SFF

GCCUBESFF - ClientCube NET-4 SFF PCoIP
GCCUBESFF - ClientCube NET-4 SFF Blast

Monitor Connections
2 x DP/HDMI

NIAP PP4.0 Secure KVM

Max Resolution
Client Dependent (4K60)

Weight
15 pounds fully configured

Dimensions
9” (H) x 8.5” (L) x 9” (W) 

Power
Power Input: DC 12V (CC power brick)
Power Internal: DC 12 V 

Environment 
Stationary office, home office installation, 0° to 40° 

Other Ports
2 x USB: Keyboard and Mouse

Dual monitor zero clients have one 
video output connected to the KVM and 
the other to a persistent monitor. The 
Blade PC or VDI DM connected to the 
Zero Client are configured to clone the 
primary display to the secondary output. 

• Video from all the networks is always • Video from all the networks is always 
visible. 
• One network is active at a time. 
• Physical separation intact.

KEY FEATURES

CLIENTCUBE CONFIGURATION 
PROVIDES TOTAL SITUATIONAL 
AWARNESS

TECHNICAL  SPECS
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Email: sales@clearcube.com to order or for more information
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SIMPLE, EASY, AND QUICK TO DEPLOY

Whether this console is mounted to a workstation or used as part of a fly-away 
kit for portable secure connections, the ClientCube Net-4 SFF is a 
game-changer.  Not only is it messy to have a pile of cables and endpoints on (or 
under) a desk, it’s also cumbersome to create and maintain that setup.  This 
ClientCube solves those vexing issues.  This unit is easily portable and 
self-contained.  It houses up to four endpoints with fiber connections and 
optional CAC readers.  It also consolidates the power cables, as well as the 
cables from the endpoint devices to the KVM.  Without a ClientCube the setup 
would include eight six-foot cables, for a total of 48 feet of cabling.  The 
ClientCube is efficiently designed with one-foot cables and a consolidated power 
cord.  This saves over 40 feet of cabling, cabling weight, and cabling nuisance.  

The ClientCube Net-4 SFF is portable, making it uniquely suited for fly-away kits The ClientCube Net-4 SFF is portable, making it uniquely suited for fly-away kits 
to be used by senior government, agency, and military officials as they work on 
confidential networks from remote or temporary work areas.  A collapsible handle 
makes this ruggedized console easy to move around, including in and out of the 
military-grade shipping case included with the “Fly-Away Kit” version.  

This is a one-of-a-kind secure network switching console for stationary or This is a one-of-a-kind secure network switching console for stationary or 
portable use.  It’s no wonder that it’s trusted by the most security-focused 
agencies and organizations to help them work securely with the world’s most 
sensitive data.  

Hookup is simple, quick, and easy.  Simply lift the 
Net-4 SFF from its case, plug in the power cord and 
the network cables, connect to a keyboard and 
monitors, and you are ready to go.  When it’s time to 
depart, just disconnect the monitors, keyboard, and 
network connections, and the unit slides easily back 
into its carry case.  Integrated CAC readers allow for 
personnel with different security levels to use the 
same workstation.  Additionally, fiber connections to 
internally housed zero clients and a PP4.0-rated 
KVM ensure that all data connections remain 
completely separated and secure. 

ClientCube NET-4 SFF


